
Hammered Dulcimer Range

Prelude Package

•2½ octaves

•laminated Finland birch soundboard and back

•traditional 5th-interval tuning

•12/11 configuration  

The perfect setup for a beginning hammered dulcimer player.  Built with laminated Finland 
birch soundboard and back, it is an exceptionally sturdy and stable instrument  that is a 
pleasure to hear and play, offering a sweet, balanced sound. With a 2-1/2 octave, 12 treble 
and 11 bass course string arrangement it corresponds to all the well-known instruction 
materials. When coupled with the plush-lined carrying case and playing legs, the Prelude is 
everything the beginner needs in one attractively priced package.

The Prelude comes with single-sided wooden hammers, T-handle tuning wrench, note 
indicator strips, and owner’s guidebook plus 28-inch sit-down playing leg, 5-inch table playing 
leg, and plush-lined, black chipboard C10A case with separate compartment for legs, 
hammers and wrench.

Overture 

•3 octaves

•laminated Finland birch soundboard and back 

•traditional 5th-interval tuning

•16/15 configuration

This larger (16/15) version of our popular and affordable Prelude model is built with 
laminated Finland birch soundboard and back. Exceptionally sturdy and stable, it offers a 
sweet, balanced sound over its three-octave range. Extending the standard 2-1/2 octave 
range downward, this instrument opens up a wider choice of playing keys and affords 
greater versatility in arranging melodies and harmonies.

Supplied with nicely tailored, close-fitting soft-shell cases made of a protective thickness of 
foam sandwiched between a smooth inner lining and a tough outer covering of 
waterproofed cordura. Zippered closure, inner compartment for playing leg or folding sit-
down stand, large accessory pocket, carrying handles, and shoulder strap of nylon 
webbing.

DULCIMERS



D45 Package

•3 octaves

•solid sapele soundboard and back

•traditional 5th-interval tuning

•16/15 configuration

The D45 provides the dulcimer enthusiast with three octaves of sparkling, clean, and balanced 
sound in a 16 treble/15 bass course playing configuration. As an extra enhancement, we’ve 
inserted three upper chromatic notes to extend the chromatic range to more than two octaves, 
a very useful feature. Made entirely of solid woods, this dulcimer has a deep bass that blends 
beautifully with its clear, even treble.

The D45 was designed to be fitted with optional dampers. This sustain control device creates 
a wide range of tonal effects, from the rich and complex natural voice of the undamped strings 
to a wonderful, wholly muted marimba-like tone with no sustain. The dampers on the D45 can 
be installed when the instrument is built, or very easily added later by the player.

The D45 offers rich, full sound, overall versatility, and solid-wood elegance, all in a mid-priced, 
mid-sized instrument. It is a delight for any dulcimer player—from beginning to advanced—to 
own and play. Supplied with padded case.

D550 Package 

•3¾ octaves overall range

•solid sapele soundboard and back

•5th-interval tuning

•3½ octave chromatic range

•16/15 configuration with an 8 course superbass bridge
Full, rich, professional tone quality and an extended bass range (to G2) make this the most 
popular member of Dusty Strings Chromatic Series.

Chromatic hammered dulcimers may be the best choice for those whose musical interests 
require lots of sharps and flats. Through their wide dynamic range, these instruments sing 
with articulate clarity and power at any volume level. 

The tuning scheme for the chromatic series is a variation of the traditional fifth-interval 
tuning. The chromatic notes either replace duplicated notes or are added via extra bridges. 
A player accustomed to the traditional tuning will find it easy to make the slight adaptation 
to this versatile tuning. With this capability, musical styles such as classical, ragtime, 
bluegrass, jazz and rock can be more thoroughly explored on the hammered dulcimer.

The chromatic series instruments were designed in collaboration with Sam Rizzetta, a 
highly respected designer, builder, and player of hammered dulcimers since the 1960s. 
They use Sam’s signature asymmetrical design, which places the treble bridge 
perpendicular to the frame rails for ease of playing.

Chromatic Hammered Dulcimers



D550 Package 

•3½ octaves, fully chromatic

•Solid sapele soundboard and back

•Piano dulcimer tuning

Solid wood construction, 3½ fully chromatic octaves, convenient size, a 
deep, rich tone, and an attractive price all come together on the PD40, Dusty 
Strings' largest range piano dulcimer model. 

An innovative feature of the PD40 is that the instrument is "damper ready," 
which means that dampers can easily installed by the player at any time. 
They can also be installed by Dusty Strings at the time the instrument is 
ordered. Dampers greatly increase the versatility of the instrument and 
provide the ultimate in sustain control.

The Piano Dulcimer represents a great, new concept in the dulcimer world—an 
affordable and simple way to bring the unique sound of the dulcimer into any keyboard 
player's realm, whether it is in a church, a band, a recording or composer's studio, at 
home, or around the campfire. Invented by long-time hammered dulcimer designer 
and builder Sam Rizzetta and based on the piano keyboard, it is a compact, fully 
chromatic instrument.

The tuning pattern uses half-step intervals across the bridge. Each course of strings 
crosses two markers on the top of the bridge. White marks the naturals or C scale, 
and black marks the sharps and flats—just like on a piano. To play a C scale, just 
follow the white markers up the instrument. Once you learn the pattern for any scale 
it's easy to change keys, since all the scales follow the same pattern or a mirror 
pattern. The sharps and flats are where you'd expect to find them, next to the naturals.

Keyboard players who love the sound of the dulcimer but who’ve never related to its 
traditional fifth-interval tuning will feel at home with the piano dulcimer. It’s also a fun 
approach to playing chromatically that offers existing dulcimer players new possibilities 
for tunes and techniques. Lightning-fast chromatic runs have never been easier or 
more intuitive to play on a dulcimer.

Piano Dulcimers



Beginning Hammered Dulcimer - by Linda LoDusty StingsThompson (book and CD set)
Hammered Dulcimer Fundamentals DVD - by Jamie Janover
Hammered Dulcimer Infinite Possibilities DVD - by Jamie Janover
Hammer Dulcimer: Comprehensive Beginner's Course DVD - by J McCutcheon

Dulcimer Accessories

Sit-down stand
•Dimensions: 37¼ x 3 x 1¾, Weight: 4 lbs.

Stand-up stand
•Dimensions: 44½ x 3 x 1¾, Weight: 5 lbs.

Tristander
•Telescoping black aluminum legs (adjustable in length from 15" to 47") 

Single-Sided Hammers

1. Regular single-sided wood hammers
2. Regular single-sided leather hammers

Double-Sided Hammers

3. Double sided wood and leather, oval head
4. Double sided wood and leather, small head
5. Double sided,wood and leather, large head
6. Double sided felt and leather, small head

Instructional Books & DVD’s
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